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ABSTRACT 

Generally, the scope of a safeguards evaluation model can efficiently address one of two 
issues: (1) global safeguards effectiveness 01 (2) vulnerability analysis for individual scenarios. 
A brief description of the variety of models developed in these areas will be discussed. Current 
generation models will be described along *ith an assessment of their utility and a brief look 
at future techniques foe evaluation vill be noted. 

EARLY SCENARIO BASED MODELS 
Two of the first safeguards evaluation models which were developed were the Forcible Entry 

Safeguards Effectiveness Model (FESEM)1 and the Insider Safeguards Effectiveness Model (ISEM) 2. 
FESEM and ISEM employ Monte-Carlo techniques to simulate a group of adversaries attacking a 
nuclear facility. The principle difference between these two models lies in the hypothesized 
threat that they are structured to address. FESEM was structured to consider primarily adver
saries who do not have authorized access to the facility (outsiders) while ISEM focuses on ad
versaries who do have authorized access (insiders). 

The focus of each of the models ia defined in terms of the hypothesized threat (outsiders 
vs. insiders)) and their internal structures reflect that difference in emphasis. Foe example, 
the neutralization (battle) submodel within PESEH can accomodate any number of adversaries. In 
contrast, although ISEH can consider any number of adversaries who night covertly tacper with the 
detection system, its neutralization submodel can accommodate only one adversary who can becone 
engaged in combat with the security force. These Monte-Carlo simulation programs consider a 
single target and a single adversary path and include simple engagement models. These models 
also required the use of large computers. 

Experience gained through the application of FESEM and ISEM provided the impetus for further 
safeguards methodology development. There were essentially two schools of thought regarding the most 
fruitful direction for further developmental work. On the one hand it was clear that the single 
•This work was sponsored by the Safeguards, Fuel Cycle and Environmental Research. Office of Nuclear 
Regulatory Research, U.5, Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
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scenario orientation of PESEH and XfBH via not amenable to an evaluation of safeguard* syste*,* 
considered in their entirety. That ia» an evaluation of the effeetivenea* of r safeguards system 
in'eountering individual sdversary scenario* merely reflects the system's ability (or inability) to 
daal with those scenatioa - it it likoly to imply littla of th* safeguards system aa a whole. 
Consequently, a need Zot a global approach to th* problem of evaluating safeguards ayete* effec
tiveness wa* identified, At the other citterns, both rtSEM and XIEM w*rc criticised tor not includ
ing a sufficient amount of detail in individual scenario*, This criticism waa directed primarily 
at their inability to represent complex tactics that sight be uaed by the adversaries as well as 
the security force. 

To satisfy both of th*s* concerns, developments! setivitias proceeded along two line*. One 
area of work centered on the development of detailed aeenario Models. This work resulted in a 
•econd generation of scenario models that can esplieitly represent quite complex tactic*. The 
other area of work focused on developing s globe! approach to safeguards effectiveness evaluation. 
The result of the global effort is an interlinked collection of analytical technique* which can be 
used to evaluate the effectiveness of the entire **fcgusrds system. These analytical techniques 
allow for s significant •Amplification and facilitate a global treatment of the problem. The next 
sections describe in sore detail the product* of these two developmental activities. 

IMPROVED SCENARIO MODEL.? 
The primary thrust in the development of the second generation acenario model* was in the 

direction of enhancing the capability to represent coaplex tactics. Thia enhanced capability was 
pursued through the development of two asperate scenario models. On* of these models, the Tixed-
Site Neutralisation Model (PSHH)3, was developed with the intent of representing tactica internally 
in th* model's logic with a sinis* 1 amount of user input of * tactical nature. The other aeenario 
based model, the Safeguards network Analysis Procedure ( M W ) * , is the antithesis of FSWH with 
respect to the representation of tactics. SNAP rsquires explicit user input to represent the 
tactical process, toth models employ Monte-Carlo techniques to simulate randomness in the sce
nario. Outputs from the models include estimates for a variety of eystes performance measure* 

fixed-Site Meutralixation Model {FsHHl 
r*HM consists of s representation of the facility and personnel along with their activities 

and decision processes. The facility ic represented in the model as a rectangular area which may, 
and probably should, extend beyond the boundaries of the sctusl facility. Architectural features 
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of the facility* such •• buildings* fences, walls, and outsidt arts* (yards) arc represented, to
gether with interior features such as roofs, floors, stairs, doors, rooms, and walls. Buch details 
as efts risibility throunh a barrier* the difficulty ©f penetrating tbs barrier* and whether a door 
is closed or open* locked or unlocked* are explicitly modeled. Tha locations of sensors and their 
types, coverages* and operational states also appear in the facility description. The goals of the 
adversary are represented by specifying locations in the facility which are required to be occupied 
by some number of adversaries, possessing certain equipment, for a certain length of tiae. 

Individual persons in the model, called "players", ace represented in considerable detail. 
The representation has three aspects: physical* potential, and psychological. Adjustment of any 
or all of these aspects persiits the simulation of differences between individuals or forces due 
to training, ability* or equipment. The physical aspect of a player's representation includes 
his location, posture, weapons and equipment, and physical ststus. The weapons and equipment a 
player carries nay include pistols, rifles, grenades, light ant 1 tark weapons, ladders, keys, and 
other equipment. The characteristics of esch type of weapon, including range, ammunition supply, 
and effectiveness against various targets, are represented. 

Players in the model have three main activities in which they nay decide to engage during 
a simulation tine period. These activities are to move, fire* or observe. Other activities may 
alto occur, including surrendering to or capturing an opponent. Every player has an associated 
collection of perceptions about observable entities (people, vehicles, end sensors) at the facility. 
These perceptions form, in effect* the "memory" of a player and aay change as the result of direct 
observation by the player or by his reception of information from other players over communica
tion systems. 

Safeguards network Analysis Procedure (tWAP) 
SNAP is a simulation language developed specifically for modeling ssfeguards systems, with 

the SNAP spprosch, the analyst constructs a model of. the safeguards system by interconnecting a 
set of SNAP symbols to represent the system elements end their interactions. The resulting 5 HAP 
networks are then transferred to a computer compatible form by data cards representing the sym
bols and their interconnections. 

Using the SMAP procedure for safeguards modeling, one combines knowledge of the system, sce
narios, modeling objectives* and the SNAP symbology to develop a network model of the syster. 



aider consideration. This network model is • graphic representation of the nuclear facility. 
ffacd operating policies and adversary attack scenario. Typically, the elements of this network 

k 
model will form a one-to-one correspondence with the components of the actual physical system and 
scenario being studied. Due to this relationship, a SNAP network provides an excellent communi-
cations vehicle. SNAP symbols have been designed to represent the individual elements of a nu
clear safeguards aystea, thus the translation from s system element to the SNAP symbol should be 
direct, 

A SWAP network model im composed of the facility subnetwork, the guard subnetwork, and the 
adversary subnetwork which interact to produce the overall behavior of the safeguards system. 
Items which flow through network models are referred to aa transactions. The transactions which 
flow through a SNAP network are guard force* and adversary forces. The force i* Che most funda
mental level of detail in SNAP end represents one or more individuals acting as a single unit. 

The facility subnetwork is the most basic of the three networks. It is a static network 
in the sense that trsnsactions do not flow through it during the simulation. Its purpose is 
to define the various elements of the facility and their relationships. These elements nay 
include fences, ysrds, nuclear material, storsge vaults, doorwsys, rooms, sensors, etc. The 
guerd subnetwork defines guard operating policies and includes a representation of the guards' 
decision logic as well a* their physical movement through the facility. Guard forces are th«> 
transactions which flow through the guard subnetwork. The adversary subnetwork is treated in 
a similar manner. 

The flexibility afforded by 5NAP makes it the preferred approach to modeling scenarios. 
In effect, all of the modeling capabilities of FSSEM and XStK are included in SNAP. Moreover, 
if a sufficient amount of detail i* incorporated into the facility, adversary, and guard sub
models the level of resolution can be equal to that of PSMR. It is worth noting thst the 
inherent flexibility of SNAP is a result of the modeling philosophy used in its development. 
That is, the SNAP analysis program can be viewed as a simulation "language" specially tailo'ed 
to model ssfeguards Scenarios. 

With the advent of SNAP, the majority of the criticism directed at the limitations per
taining to the representation of detail of the early scenario models (FESEH and 1SEK) was an
swered. SNAP can be used to represent quite complex tsctical situations and, aa a consequence, 
lends credibility to the evaluation of individual scenarios. In the context of 'vulnerability 



imlyses", MAP ii a valuable tool in that it can provide insights into tha strengths (or weak-
neVses) of tha safeguards system In defending againat a predefined adversary scenario. However, 
as'previously observed, tha analysis of a single scenatio ia likely to offer little in the way 
of global insights with respect to the safeguard! system. Moreover, even without considering 
analyst time, a detailed analysts of a sufficient mumbcr of scenario* to gain theae global in
sights IB unlikely to be computationally tractable. Jn addition, it i» not obvious just what is 
implied by "a sufficient nus.ber of scenarios". To address theae inherent limitations which are 
inetorably linked to any acsnario baaed technique, a global approach to the evaluation of safe
guard! effectiveness was developed. 

Logic Models 
During thin seme period* logic models were developed to support the safeguards efforts. These 

models were primeriiy developed around fault tree logic. One model, the Generic Sabotage Fault 
Tree (GSFT)5, was designed to identify the aabotage eventt which, in proper combination, can lead 
to the release of radioactive material from the nuclear power plant. Through the logic of the 
fault tree, this determination defines where in the facility a saboteur must go jn order to ini
tiate radioactive releaae. Thaae areae are normally referred to as Type I and Type II vital 
areas within the facility. A Type 1 vital area is sn area in which the adveriary it required to 
visit one location in order to be successful in accomplishing the sabotage goal. Type II vital 
areas are those areas in which the adveraary is required to visit more than one location in 
order to accomplish sabotage. This technique is currently being applied to all operating nu
clear power plant facilities as part of the Nuclear Regulatory Commissions' safeguards review 
process. 

Another type of fault tree/event tree model called tha Adversary sequence Diagram {A5D16 was 
developed to address genetic ways the adversary could accomplish sabotage. This technique de
composed the threat into force, stealth, and deceit and considers the moat stressful situation for 
each component in the safeguards ayatom. The AID provides s logical approach to identifying 
vulnerabilities in the safeguards systems. 

„ /> 
CURRENT GEMESATIOH B O D E L S ^ ^ — f l - S C ~ ~ ' 

The princi«e/limitations of the scensrio based models with respect to their applicability 
to a global safeguards effectiveness evaluation were observed to be of a pniloaopnical at well 
es^e technical nature. First, on the technical front, the scenario baaed models involve relative
ly complex Monte-Carlo simulation techniques. In addition to the significant amount of computer 
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t^e necessary to replicate a sufficient nuaber of tiMi to obtain statistical stability, the 
tie* rtquixtd of tht safeguards analyst in preparation of the input for • single scenario can 
be excessive. Perhaps more importantly, tha modeling philoaophy of the aeanatio baaed aodel* 
does not include tha "generation* of adveraary eeenanos. 

The Safeguard! AutOMted Facility evaluation (SAFE)7 methodology evolved as a reault of ef-
forta to overcoae the Halt at ions deacribed above. The technical limitations were addceased by 
developing a aet of analytical techniques which arc coaputer-tiae efficient and by structuring a 
highly user-oriented approach that ia anelyat-time efficient. On the philosophical level, tech
niques for generating •optimal* adveraary scenarloa were developed. 

SAFE consista of a collection of functional aodules-for facility representation, component 
selection, adversary path analysis, snd effectiveness evaluation. SAFE combines these Modules 
into a continuous strea* of operations. The technique has been implemented on an interactive 
computer time sharing aystnr and makes use of computer graphic* for the processing and presenta
tion of inforaation. Using this technique, a global evaluation of a safeguards syster can be 
provided by systematically varying the pscaaeters that characterize the physical protection cor-
ponents of a facility to reflect the perceived adversary attributes and strategy, environmental 
conditions, and site operational conditions. 

The SAFE procedure requires as input, a blueprint of the facility, showing the facility lay
out characteristics, the targets, and vital areaa. To obtain this input, the analyst must per
form a facility characterization activity*. Relevant sources of information for this activity 
include the security plans, facility drawings, safety Mtitlysig reports, environmental reports, sn£ 

site visits, aaaed upon this inforaation, the analyst aust synthesize the necesssry facility 
layout characteristics, targets and vital areas, operational conditions, site-relevant environ
mental conditions, physical protection syste* and guard characteristics for which analyses are 
to be performed. 

The first step in the application of SAFE is to construct a computer representation of the 
facility. This representation provides an eaplieit record of the analyst's assumptions concern
ing the facility. For example, the analyst would indicate all principle barriers and obstacle: 
to adversary aovement, all points of potential ingress and egress, floor levels and interconnec
tions, and targets and vital areaa for specific operational conditions. This information is 
used to organize and digitize the pertinent facility information into a computer uaable for*. 
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Tft final output of the facility representation Is a graph in which nodes represent potential 
a<$e*ss points or targets, and area raptaaant possibla aoveaent between nodes. 

Tht nait phase in the SAFE analysis requires tha analyat to sat component performance for 
individual safeguards elements. Tha specific performance for both hardware and paraonnal *cow-
pon<ntsfl should be bssed upon relevant sets of enviroamental and adveraary conditions. The 
analyat uses the component perforaance to determine weights for all nodes and arcs in terse of 
detection probabilities and tiae delays for adversary penetrations. Appropriate selection of 
these weights provides bounds for a range of adveraary attributes* The resultsnt graph-theoretic 
representation serve• as input to the adversary path analysis aodule within IAFE. 

The generation of adversary scenarios is achieved by aelecting optimal paths through the 
facility for the adversary, moth theft and sabotage path selection were previously accomplished 
by several alternative techniques 1' 9' 3 0''*. Currently, SAFE uses one of three Measures for ed-
versary psthf indmg: 1) ainimut1. adversary task tine, 21 ainiaur. adversary detection probability, 
and 3! aimaur :ia*ly-detection of the adversary. Within SAFE, these aeasures can be either 
deterministic12 or stochsstic13. In affect, the timely-detection method generates paths which 
minimize the probability that the aecurity force can confront (or interrupt! the adveraary. The 
output of the adversary path analysis is a collection of ordered sets of nod* identifiers that 
represent physical paths in the facility which are the most "critical" in terat of the measure 
being uaed. This information is a portion of the input to the effectiveness evaluation module 
in SAFE. 

Effectiveness evaluation can be decomposed into two major parte: interruption and neutrali
sation for a given path. The path is "evaluated" by first deteraining the probability that 
the adversary will be interrupted and then determining the probability that the adversary will 
be neutralised or defeated by the security force. These two probabilities can be multiplied to
gether to yield the total probability that the physical protection ayatem will be successful in 
defending against the sdverssry along the path under eonaidcration. 

The Estimate of Adversary Sequence Interruption (EASI) 1 4 model is an analytical technique 
which is used in the »ffectivenees evaluation module to compute the probability that the adver
aary will be interrupted. EASI focuses on the adversary path and requirea information related 
to the probability of detecting the adversary, the tiae required for deteraining the proper re
sponse, the probability of communication with the security forces, the delay along the adversary 



I th and the reepona* tia» of the eecarity fere*. The output of I U I it an eatiawte of the prob
ability of adversary interruption alone; the specified path, l.«.r the probability that th* secur
ity fore* arrival at a point along the adversary*a path prior to tht tia* that the edverssry 
paiaaa through that point. 

Th* Srief Adversary Throat Lees r«tia*tor fiATtC) J 5 s»odel ia an analytical technique that 
is uaad to aatiaat* tha probability that tha advereary ia neutralised by tha aacurity fore*, 
la addition to tha distance between esabatante, tba Intonation required by 1ATLE ia the type 
of weapons, tha recency of training, tha aaount of cover, and tha nwaber and tising of arrivals 
of rainforcoaanta for tba adversary aa wall aa tba security officera. Tha output of MTLE in
cludes tha probability thatch* adversary ia aeatralised by tha aacority forea. Thia *neutr*U-
sstion probability" ia than Multiplied by tha 'interruption probability* to yiald tha total prob
ability of aueeass of tha physical protection ayataa for tht path in question. 

Capabilities for effectiveness evaluation can b* utilized in either a single or aultipeth 
•ode. During a Bingle path evaluation using EASI, the probability of interruption is calculated 
and th* user oay request two- or thrae-diMnaiensl plots which show the probability of adversary 
interruption or probability of systee. win as a function of ont or two of the input variables 1 6, 
laa*d on the probability of interruption, these graphs illustrate sensitivities related to uporad-
ing the facility. The sultipath option displays in tabular for* the probability of interruption, 
th* traversal tiaa of each path, and tha frequency at which nodes appear in the set of critical 
paths. Tha Multipart) evaluation idantifiaa paths that are particularly vulnerable and thus are 
candidates for study by store elaborate evaluation aodulas such aa the acenario baaed aodals previ
ously described. 

A COHBIKEC MM/SNAP AJWtOACB 
Generally, tha acope of a safeguards evaluation stodel can affectively address one of two 

issuesi 
1) global safeguards effectiveness, or 
2) vulnerability analysis for individual scenarios 

SAFE addreaaes 1) in that it eoaaidera the entire facility! i.e., the composite syste* of hard-
war* and himan components, in one 'global" analysis. BHAP addresses 2) by providing a safeguards 
Modeling syabolofy sufficiently flexible to repraeent ajvite cee*>le* scenarios frost the standpoint 
a* hardware interfecea with other eleewnts of tha physical protection systaa while also account
ing for a rich variety of hasten decision easing. 



I A combined UPl/IMr approach to the problem of safeguards evaluation logically'-proceeds along 
tat- following liaesj 
* 1) Initially* apply 'APE to identify global safegwarde vulnerabilities, 

2) Represent these eulnerabilities in scenarios that can be analysed using SNM>. 
Cancelvsbly, insights of a flobal Retire (especially as they relate to guard tactics and deploy
ment strategies) could be fsined fro* the SWAP vulnerability analysis, These insights Bight be 
tonally "fedback" to SAFE, thee closing the global/scenario evaluation loop. 

•QUE Methodology 
Another model called the Safeguards Upgrade Rule tealuation (SOKE) 1 7 methodology ia based 

•son probability and utility theory concapts. The CORE Method utilises a hierarchical structure 
derived frost a decomposition of the NXC rules (ID CFF. 73.45) for fuel cycle facilities. This 
functional decomposition continues down to the safeguards eonponent level. At the component level, 
questionnaires must be answered to assess the effect of various fsctors on component performance*. 
i.e.r operation, maintenance, and environmental effects on hardwire end proficiency level and com
pleteness of pr^edures. Ultimately, this information is aggregated through each level of the 
structure to arrive at an overall measure of compliance with the regulatory requirements of the 
Hue rules, Thia method allows the opinions of aiperts to form the bssis for the input of the model. 
SURE alao provides a very clear traceability of systes performance from the component performance 
level for equipment, peraonnel and procedures to the cequirements of the rule. 

COmtZNT STATUS OF BtTtOCS 
for en outsider *6v*rM*ry with the inttat ct creating sabotage at a nuclear power pltnt. 

methods (SAFE and SNAP) eaist to provide the anlayst with sufficient capabilities to address the 
Important safeguards problem*. Limitations Kist on input data in the detection area and human 
performance area relative to security officers. The human responses dealing with neutralization 
wall always be »n »*•• with insufficient data and mn are* for which live experiments of battles can
not be conducted to adequately validate neutralisation models. Due to the complexity of physics! 
protection problems, information gained by exercising the evaluntlon models should be utilized in 
a aupplamentary way for aiding the safeguards analyst in his decision staking process. 

For the insider reactor sabotage problem, only limited modeling techniques exist for addres
sing the acts mf sabotage. Mathods to address the detection of plant operational states which 
sevld lead to radioactive release are yet to me developed. These techniques will be addressed 
during FT II through current MRC resesrch programs. Questions deeling with coapartmentalixation. 



atcass authorisation, work rules, and operational lapacta art only now being addreased from • 
••arch point of view. 

FUTURE ASSESSMENT METHODS 
The ntar tern methods to ba developed f«r eeaeaaaent of reactor safeguards systems will encom

pass the decomposition of the WtC rules to the component level using s highly logical fault tree 
structure. This method should becos* available in FY 12. In addition, the Multiple Integrated 
Laser Engagement System (MILES)1* will be utilized to teat both the training of security officers 
and the security •yttem at the nuclear power plant. 

COMCLDEIDHS 
There currently enst adequate models for addressing the outsider reactor sabotage problem. 

This assessment is primarily based upon • comparison of available input data versus the level of 
modeling detail. Insufficient data will always exist in this area and therefore estensive de
tail in a given model will be of little utility. The purpose of these models must be kept in 
•ind when one utilises a safeguards model. If the output of the modeling analysis provides use
ful information for the safeguards analyst, then the models possess a high degree of utility. 
On the other hand, methods for addressing the insider reactor problem in a comprehensive sense 
are currently under development and should become available in the 1*81-82 time frame. 
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